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ABSTRACT
While online review services provide a two-way conversation be-

tween brands and consumers, malicious actors, including misbe-

having businesses, have an equal opportunity to distort the reviews

for their own gains. We propose OneReview, a method for locating

fraudulent reviews, correlating data from multiple crowd-sourced

review sites. Our approach utilizes Change Point Analysis to locate

points at which a business’ reputation shifts. Inconsistent trends in

reviews of the same businesses across multiple websites are used

to identify suspicious reviews. We then extract an extensive set of

textual and contextual features from these suspicious reviews and

employ supervised machine learning to detect fraudulent reviews.
We evaluated OneReview on about 805K and 462K reviews from

Yelp and TripAdvisor, respectively to identify fraud on Yelp. Super-

vised machine learning yields excellent results, with 97% accuracy.

We applied the created model on suspicious reviews and detected

about 62K fraudulent reviews (about 8% of all the Yelp reviews). We

further analyzed the detected fraudulent reviews and their authors,

and located several spam campaigns in the wild, including cam-

paigns against specific businesses, as well as campaigns consisting

of several hundreds of socially-networked untrustworthy accounts.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many crowd-sourced review platforms, such as Yelp, TripAdvisor,

Google and Foursquare, provide a shared space for people to write

reviews and rate local businesses. With the substantial impact of

businesses’ online ratings on their selling [4], many businesses

add themselves to multiple websites to more easily be discovered.

Some might also engage in reputation management, which could

range from rewarding their customers for a favorable review, or a

complex review campaign, where armies of accounts post reviews

to influence a business’ average review score.

Several previous works have attempted to address this problem.

Most of them use supervised machine learning, and only focus

on textual and stylometry features [1, 16, 19, 37]. Their obtained

ground truth data is also not large and comprehensive [19, 25, 27,

37, 39, 51]. Finally, these works assume a limited attacker model,

e.g., an attacker’s activity is assumed to be found near sudden shifts

in the data [39], or they only try to detect positive campaigns.

In this paper, we propose OneReview, a system for finding fraudu-

lent content on a crowd-sourced review site, leveraging correlations

with other independent review sites, and the use of textual and

contextual features. Our system leverages the intuition that an

attacker may not be able to exert the same influence over a busi-

ness’ reputation on several websites, due to increased cost, with

reviews costing between $10 and $25 each [5, 6, 45], and must be

customized for each site. Even in the case of machine-generated

reviews explored in [47, 49], the text generated by these systems

may be customized, but the supporting metadata is not. Even when

reviews can be purchased as a service [41, 44], these services charge

more to target additional review sites.

OneReview focuses on isolating anomalous changes in a busi-

ness’ reputation across multiple review sites, to locate malicious

activity without relying on specific patterns. Our intuition is that

a business’s reputation should not be very different in multiple

review sites; e.g., if a restaurant changes its chef or manager, then

the impact of these changes should appear on reviews across all

the websites. OneReview utilizes Change Point Analysis method

on the reviews of every business independently on every website,

and then uses our proposed Change Point Analyzer to evaluate

change-points, detect those that do not match across the websites,

and identify them as suspicious. Then, it uses supervised machine

learning, utilizing a combination of textual and metadata features

to locate fraudulent reviews within the set of suspicious reviews.

We evaluated our approach, using data from two reviewwebsites,

namely Yelp and TripAdvisor, to find fraudulent activity on Yelp. We
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obtained Yelp reviews through the Yelp Data Challenge [50], and

used our Change Point Analyzer to correlate this with data crawled

from TripAdvisor. Since realistic, varied ground truth data is not

currently available, we used a combination of our change point

analysis and crowd-labeling to create a set of 5,655 labeled reviews.

We used k-cross validation (k=5) on our ground truth and obtained

97% (+/- 0.01) accuracy, 91% (+/- 0.03) precision and 90% (+/- 0.06)

recall. Then the model was used on the suspicious reviews, which

classified 61,983 reviews, about 8% of all reviews, as fraudulent.

We further detected fraudulent campaigns that are actively initi-

ated by, or targeted toward specific businesses. We identified 3,980

businesses with fraudulent reviews, as well as, 14,910 suspected

spam accounts, where at least 40% of their reviews are classified

as fraudulent. We also used community detection algorithms to

locate several large astroturfing campaigns. These results show the

effectiveness of OneReview in detecting fraudulent campaigns.

2 RELATEDWORK

Text and Metadata Features. Previous works have explored a

multitude of combinations of machine learning techniques and fea-

tures to help locating fraudulent reviews. Most works rely only on

textual [16, 25, 37, 39, 51], and stylometry [16] features. Jindal and

Liu [19] first used meta-data features to detect fraudulent reviews

on Amazon. OneReview uses some of the suggested features if appli-

cable. Considerable work tried to identify the spam accounts, using

regression models [26], heterogeneous graphs [48], unsupervised

anomaly detection [22, 31, 32, 46], and behavioral models [32, 33].

OneReview uses user-related metadata features, but does not make

any such assumptions about the users in question.

Using Temporal Data for Fraud Detection. Some works [15, 24,

27, 39] take advantage of temporal and spatial information in their

detection algorithms. Li et al. [24] observed some correlations be-

tween the time of writing reviews on Dianping, and the location

of their authors, with the spam reviews. Others use bursts in the

number of reviews to locate suspicious patterns [15, 39, 39]. This

approach has two limitations compared to OneReview. First, OneRe-

view can distinguish if reviews that have significant impact on the

overall score of the business are actually suspicious, by comparing

the pattern on the other website, eliminating potential false posi-

tives. Second, our threat model considers both the overall review

score, as well as the more recent effects of reviews.

Ground Truth Creation. One main obstacle in detecting fake re-

views is the absence of ground truth. Some early work leverages

duplicate reviews as the source of fraudulent labeled data [19]. Oth-

ers explore asking humans to write deceptive reviews [25, 37, 51].

However, the ground truth dataset that has been used in these

methods might not reflect the dynamics of fraudulent reviews in

a commercial website [34]. Rahman et. al [39] leveraged some fo-

rums where Elite Yelp users reveal and initiate the discussion on

fraudulent Yelp reviews. Unfortunately, these forums are no longer

available. In contrast, our dataset (see Section 6) contains data that is

user-labeled, not user-generated, and additionally contains reviews

chosen based on social graph information, and duplicate reviews.

3 THREAT MODEL
We assume that the adversary wishes to modify the reputation

of a business, either positively or negatively, through any means,

including both the overall reputation score and its recent reviews.

We assume the adversary can utilize any functionality or behav-

ior available to a normal, registered user of the service, includ-

ing creating accounts, posting reviews, adding social connections,

and so on. We also assume the adversary may compromise the

accounts of legitimate users, or hire some users to post fraudulent

reviews [6, 30, 41, 44].

An active adversary may know of the deployment of a system

such as OneReview, and actively attempt to avoid detection by cross-

posting the same ratings on all the crowd-sourced review websites

over similar time spans. However, there is a trade-off between costs

and benefits. Since the adversary needs to avoid detection by each

of these review websites, as well as detection by OneReview itself,

then it needs to employ complex and expensive techniques equally

on all the websites which makes it unprofitable.

4 DATA
In this paper we prototype OneReview with data from two widely

popular crowd-review sites, Yelp and TripAdvisor. Both sites allow

users to search for businesses in their area; the page for each busi-

ness offers users an overview of its basic information, reputation,

and a list of reviews. Both allow users to submit reviews with “star”

ratings. Users can provide feedback about the reviews themselves,

such as Yelp’s “funny” or “useful” ratings. Both also offer a ranking

system for users (Yelp’s “Elite”, or TripAdvisor’s “TripCollective”).

Yelp Dataset. We obtained Yelp reviews from the dataset re-

leased for the 9th Yelp Data Challenge [50]. For more easily demon-

strating our system, we only examine the reviews on restaurants

that are located in Pittsburgh, Charlotte, Urbana-Champaign, Phoenix,

Las Vegas, Madison, and Cleveland. Our Yelp dataset includes data

for 1.4M reviews for about 16K restaurants and 469K users. It also

includes metadata about businesses, reviews, and users.

TripAdvisor Dataset. In March 2017, we crawled TripAdvisor,

and extracted public reviews and reviewer information about restau-

rants in the same seven US cities we selected in the Yelp dataset,

resulting in about 656K reviews, submitted by 305K users, for 10K

businesses. As with Yelp, data from TripAdvisor includes various

metadata about each review, reviewer, and business.

Comparing the overall star ratings, we found that businesses on

TripAdvisor obtain higher average star ratings (4.11) than those on

Yelp (3.76). The difference between the overall star ratings suggests
that when using two sources of data, it might not be helpful (and it
can be even misleading) to directly compare the ratings. However, it
can be helpful to compare the trends in this data.

5 ONEREVIEW SYSTEM DESIGN
OneReview is a system to detect fraudulent reviews and campaigns

in crowd-sourced review websites through comparing trends with

other sites, andmachine learning. Figure 1 illustrates an overview of

OneReview, including: (1) obtaining data, (2) matching businesses,

(3) identifying inconsistent and suspicious change points in star
trends, (4) extracting textual and contextual features, (5) employing

2
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Figure 1: OneReview System Overview.

supervised machine learning to detect fraudulent reviews, and (6)

detecting fraud campaigns. We explain each step in more details.

5.1 Linking Multiple Datasets
In crowd-sourced review websites, usually the name and address of

businesses are not complete, which makes it not trivial matching a

business between multiple websites. Our matching algorithm has

two steps. Consider a restaurant in site A, called bA, located in city

c . First, the address attributes of the restaurant are compared with

those of all restaurants in a site B that are also located in the same

city c . Any restaurant in site B with an address similar tobA is added

to the set of possible matchesM . The addresses of two restaurants

located in the same city are considered similar if: 1) their ZIP codes

are equal or missing, 2) their house numbers are equal or missing,

and, 3) the Jaccard similarity index between their street name strings

is above a threshold τs , or any of their street names is missing.

Second, the restaurant name for bA is compared with the names

of all the restaurants in M by computing the Jaccard similarity

index between their restaurant name strings. The restaurant bA
is matched to a restaurant bB in M with the maximum Jaccard

similarity index, provided that it is above a threshold τn .
For our purpose, the mapping algorithm should have a perfect

precision score to avoid wrong comparison of businesses. We sam-

pled 700 restaurants (100 restaurants per city) from the two datasets

described in Section 4, and for several values of τ s manually checked

the precision of the mappings.We found that providing τs = 0.3 and

τn = 0.3, the precision of matched restaurants is 1.0. The smaller

dataset, Tripadvisor, includes about 10K businesses, and we could

successfully match about 60% of them to the Yelp businesses. We

believe that over time, eventually all businesses would have precise

profiles on all websites, which results in more coverage.

Our final Yelp dataset after matching 6,068 businesses includes

805,608 reviews, and 341,399 reviewers, while our final TripAdvisor

dataset includes 462,820 reviews, and 234,577 reviewers.

5.2 Comparing Trends
Intuitively, one would expect that the reputation of a business

should be reasonably similar in several crowd-sourced websites.

Therefore, we assume that at least the trends in terms of the overall

ratings on multiple sites match over time, i.e., within a time win-

dow, their ratings are either increasing or decreasing. OneReview

analyzes the difference of trends by detecting change points in

the time series that are created on reviews’ overall scores. Change

points are those data points at which the statistical properties such

as mean, variance, correlation, or spectral density of a series of

ratings change. For example, if the star ratings for a business in

the months of January and February are {5, 5, 4, 5, 5} and {2, 1, 5, 4},

respectively, then at least one change point is detected at end of

month of January, because the ratings are suddenly dropped from

5s at the end of January to 2 and 1.
1

Not all businesses receive reviews at the same rate, or at a con-

stant rate over time, which can have an impact on the performance

of Change Point Analysis. For example, based on our dataset, on

Yelp less than 8% of restaurants receive daily reviews, while more

than 80% obtain reviews monthly. To overcome this limitation, we

compute the mean of overall ratings for each business per month,

and use the sequence of these monthly mean values as the data

points in the time series. While a period of one month might cause

our system to miss short-lived campaigns, it is a good trade-off be-

tween detecting suspicious reviews that actually impact a business

and not having effective change point analysis.

Change Point Detection. For each set of matched businesses,

OneReview generates time-series from the original crawled data,

one for a business’ star ratings on Yelp and one for its ratings on

TripAdvisor. These time-series are the inputs to the change point

analysis. More formally, for each business, we have an ordered

sequence of data points, ssrc1
1:n = (s1, . . . , sn ), where si is the mean

of stars in the ith month in a data source, src1. A change point

occur at time τ ∈ {1, . . . ,n − 1}, such that the statistical properties

of {s1, . . . , sτ } and {sτ+1, . . . , sn } are different in some way.

There are a variety of Change Point Analysis methods, differing

in terms of which statistics they monitor changes in [7, 14, 21, 42,

43]. The most common method is MeanVar PELT [21], a multi-

change point method, which leverages both mean and variance.

Change point analysis is a statistical analysis method. Shifts are

detected as change points, if they are above certain thresholds and

statistically significant. The number of detected change points then

depends on the penalty parameter. A lower penalty value results

in more change points being identified, i.e., it is more sensitive. In

our case study of Yelp and TripAdvisor, we tested several values

including {p, loд(n), 0.5 ∗ loд(n)}, where n is the number of data

points in the time series and p is derived from an “elbow” plot [18].

Using MeanVar PELT method and penalty= p, loд(n) and 0.5 ∗

loд(n), we identified 26,835, 37,339 and 45,086 change points on the

1
Note that depending on sensitivity threshold of the change point analysis method,

more than one change point can be identified in these two months.

3
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Figure 2: CPA identifies scenarios B and D as suspicious.

Yelp time-series, respectively. The set of change points identified

with penalty=p is a subset of those identified with penalty loд(n)
and 0.5 ∗ loд(n). The penalty can be used for tuning the sensitivity

of OneReview. Amore conservative systemwould choose the larger

penalty value, which results in lower number of suspicious reviews.

In addition to identifying change points, OneReview also stores

their directions, i.e., positive or negative. We define a positive di-

rection d↑ for a change point at time τ when the statistical value of

{s1, . . . , sτ } is smaller than that for {sτ+1, . . . , sn }. For example, a

trend is considered positive, if the mean value of a business’ star

rating in a month is higher than its previous month. Similarly, a neg-

ative direction d↓ is defined for a change point at time τ when the

statistical value of {s1, . . . , sτ } is larger than that for {sτ+1, . . . , sn }.

Detecting Suspicious Change Points. We propose a Change

Point Analyzer (CPA) that evaluates the change points detected

in multiple websites with the goal of locating suspicious change

points and reviews associated with them. The evaluation is based

on several scenarios, from which four are shown in Figure 2.

First, consider at time windoww0, a change point is detected in

both sources. If the direction of both change points are the same,

both positive (scenario A in Figure 2) or negative, dsrc1
↑

and dsrc2
↑

,

or dsrc1
↓

and dsrc2
↓

, then CPA labels them as benign. However, if
their directions are not aligned, i.e., one is positive and the other

one is negative (scenario B in Figure 2) , dsrc1
↑

and dsrc2
↓

, or dsrc1
↓

and dsrc2
↑

, then they are labeled as suspicious.
Second, at time windoww0, a change point may be detected in

src1 but not in src2 (scenarios C and D in Figure 2). This can indicate

a suspicious behavior, however it also can be due to the sparsity of

data in src2. In other words, sometimes there is a delay in genuine

change points simply because no review is provided for the business

at some specific date. To minimize the false positives resulting from

this phenomenon, when at timew0 only a change point is detected

in src1 and not in src2 , CPA extends the comparison to change

points in neighbor time windows,w−1 andw1. In particular, if in

src2, in time w−1, any change point exists, then if the direction

of any of the detected change points matches with that of the

change point in src1, then that change point in src1 is labeled as

benign (scenario C in Figure 2), otherwise as suspicious scenario
D in Figure 2). This algorithm can be generalized for considering

more than two review sources so that change points are labeled as

suspicious if the majority of the change points differ in direction

or do not exist. With penalty= p and 0.5 ∗ loд(n), CPA identified

26,835 and 61,817 change points as suspicious.
Finally, for every suspicious change point, OneReview retrieves

the reviews contributed to that change point and label them as sus-
picious. Not all of the suspicious reviews are fraudulent; OneReview

next employs machine learning using the textual and contextual

features to identify fraudulent reviews within this set.

5.3 Feature Selection
For each review, a set of textual and contextual features from the

review, its author, and the business are extracted. While inspired by

previous work, we proposed some new features: "Author Overall

Review Distribution," "Author Fresh Review Distribution," "Author

Star Similarity," "Overall Author Usefulness," "Fresh Author Use-

fulness," and "Business star similarity". In this section, we use the

following notations. For a review r , rtext and rdate are the text of
r and the date it is posted. A(r ) and B (r ) indicate the author and
business of r . R (A) and R (B) are reviews posted by A or written for

B. Af indicates “friends” of the author.

Review-based Features
n-grams.We extract bi-grams and uni-grams from all reviews

and considered those with TF-IDF values higher than 0.5, which

results in 168 uni-grams and about 6K bi-grams [40, 53].

Similarity Score. We use MinHash algorithm [23] to identify

pairs of reviews that are similar to each other.

Sentiment. Li et al. [25] showed that over-emphasized senti-

ment offers robust cues to deceptive reviews. Using NLTK [8], each

review is assigned a positivity, a negativity, and neutrality score.

Text Length. Previous works find that short reviews are more

likely to be fraudulent [28]. Also, in our Yelp dataset, longer reviews

are more likely to get useful votes. Text Length is defined as a

logarithmic function of text length: loд(len(rt ) + 1).
ReviewUsefulness. It is defined as√r

useful
, where r

useful
is the

number of useful votes received by others. Intuitively, useful votes
are a gauge of the perceived review quality and trustworthiness.

Author-based Features
Author Overall Review Stars Distribution. We use Maxi-

mum Log Likelihood Estimation [2] to measure the similarity be-

tween distribution of ratings by an author, and all ratings.

Author “Fresh” Review Stars Distribution. Similar to the

previous feature, it measures the similarity between distribution of

all reviews stars and that of fresh reviews written by the author in

the same month that the review has been posted.

Friend Count. This feature is defined as loд( |A(r )f | + 1). Spam
reviews are usually posted by users with fewer friends [28].

Elite Score. Yelp users can be recognized as “Elite” for each year

they qualify. Elite status is intended to indicate that reviews are

more helpful. We define this feature by

∑
e ∈elites

1

( |rdate .year−e |+1)2
,

where e is the year the user was awarded an Elite badge, elites are
all the Elite badges received by the author, and rdate is the review

date. It measures the distance between the time of the review’s

publication and the user’s Elite status being awarded.

Author Review Count. It is a logarithmic function of number

of reviews by the author: log( |R (A) | + 1).
Author Star Similarity. It measures the similarity of a review’s

rating to the average ratings of all reviews byA: |rstars−average(R (A)) |.
Overall AuthorUsefulness. It measures the number of “useful”

votes that an author has received: log( |usefulness(A) | + 1).
Fresh Author Usefulness. This feature measures the number

of “useful” votes that an author has received for their fresh reviews.

Business-based Features
4
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Business Overall Review Stars Distribution. This feature

measures the similarity between distribution of all reviews stars

and the distribution of reviews stars that have been written for B.
Business Fresh Review Stars Distribution. It compares dis-

tribution of all reviews with that of B’s fresh reviews.

Business Star Similarity. The similarity of a review’s rating to

the average rating of all reviews for businessB: |rstars−average(R (B)) |.

5.4 Classification
OneReview employs supervised machine learning using the fea-

tures to classify a review as fraudulent or benign. Obtaining a ground
truth of fraud on content containing people’s opinions is a hard

problem. We discuss our approach in Section 6. For classification,

we chose Random Forests [11, 20]. This is due to its usefulness in a

wide variety of applications [12], its resistance to over-fitting, and

its utility in understanding feature importance [17]. For validating

our classification, we apply k-fold cross validation, and use the

resulting model to classify fraudulent reviews.

6 GROUND TRUTH DATASETS
There is no pre-existing, and reliable ground truth corpus of fraudu-

lent reviews (discussed in Section 2). We employed a combination of

human workers and algorithms to create a ground truth dataset of

real-world fraudulent reviews. One major advantage of this dataset

is that it includes both the text of the reviews and their metadata.

Obtaining Fraudulent Labeled Data
Our fraudulent ground truth dataset has 841 reviews, including:

379 Yelp “Not Recommended” reviews. Yelp employs a fraud-

ulent detection mechanism to detect fraudulent reviews [35], and
separate them as ‘Not Recommended reviews.’ We crawled Yelp on

March 2017, about 2 months after Yelp dataset was published, and

identified 1,341 reviews that since then Yelp had identified as Not

Recommended. Yelp filters reviews for reasons beyond fraud, such

as harassment, discrimination, or other offensive language. There-

fore, we contribute 379 Not Recommended reviews that are also

among suspicious reviews identified during change-point analysis.

370 duplicate reviews. We found 370 duplicate reviews that

are posted for the same businesses, and are Yelp-to-Yelp matches.

Interestingly, none were written by the same user, therefore, consid-

ered as fraudulent reviews. It is not trivial to accurately match users

in Yelp to the users in TripAdvisor, and we could not validate if a du-

plicate review is written by the same user. As a result, we discarded

all the 2,761 duplicate Yelp-to-TripAdvisor and TripAdvisor-to-Yelp

duplicate reviews that are written for the same businesses. We do

not consider identical reviews that have a length shorter than 100

characters, because they can be genuine identical short reviews.

92 crowd-labeled fraudulent reviews. To find reviews above

and beyond those that are merely duplicates, or already labeled by

Yelp’s algorithm, we conduct a study using Amazon Mechanical

Turk (AMT) to identify fraudulent reviews. Our research study was

approved by the IRB of University of California, Santa Barbara.

Study Design. We created a pool of 1,700 Human Intelligence
Tasks (HITs) [3]. Each HIT shows five different reviews to the

worker, where they decide whether a review is Strongly Fraudulent,
Fraudulent, Cannot Tell, Benign, and Strongly Benign. We only allow

a single submission per Turker. Turkers are located in United States,

and maintain an approval rating of at least 98% and have more

than 10,000 approved HITs. To reduce the risk of dishonest AMT

workers [38], we inserted verification questions into each HIT,

asking the Turker to pick a specific option. Turkers are expected to

spend 15-20 minutes on a HIT, and are paid 2.25 US dollar for an

accepted submission. Reviews shown to the workers are sampled

randomly. To give the workers some context, we provide them with

additional supporting data, including review, author, and business

information. We also provide a sample of four reviews posted for

this business around the date of the review in question.

Study Results. We employed 1,837 Turkers, and had to discard

137 responses. Previous research [10, 36] has shown that manual

labeling of opinions is not easy and human judgment is not partic-

ularly accurate at determining a fraudulent review. Therefore, we

computed the majority vote by count of four, i.e., if four Turkers
identify a review Strongly Fraudulent (Strongly Benign) or Fraud-
ulent (Benign), then that review is labeled as Fraudulent (Benign).
Ultimately, from 1,700 reviews, we obtained 92 fraudulent reviews.

Obtaining Benign Labeled Data
Useful reviews by Elites. We use two of Yelp’s meta-datas, in-

cluding Elite and Usefulness. To be more cautious, we obtained re-

views that are tagged as useful at least 3 times. We trust the reviews

in the intersection of these two sets to be benign, Benign
{elite, useful}

=

R
elite
∩ R

useful
≥3 , which includes more than 46K reviews.

Reviews by trusted real-life acquaintances. We noticed that

reviews that users find “useful,” and users that Yelp marks as “Elite”

share a bias towards longer, more detailed reviews, from very active

accounts. Thus, we supplemented the dataset with reviews obtained

using the authors’ Yelp social connections, yielding 614 reviews.

Unbalanced Dataset
Prior work has shown that constructing labelled datasets, where

the ratio of benign to malicious samples does not match that in

practice can result in differences of more that an order of magnitude

in the classification errors [29, 52]. Thus, we create a more realistic

ground truth dataset with a genuine-to-fraudulent ratio of 4:1. We

chose this ratio due to an estimation that the ratio of fake reviews

on Yelp is 20% [28]. Therefore, we sampled 4,200 useful review

by Elites. Our final benign ground truth dataset is created by union
of these samples, Benign = Benign{elite, useful} ∪ Benign{connections},
including 4,814 reviews.

7 EVALUATION
We show the effectiveness of our approach by statistical analysis.

We first examined the classifier and the affect of Change Point

Analysis on the results. We then apply OneReview on our dataset

to detect and characterize real-world fraud campaigns.

Classification Performance. Table 1 shows the performance of

the random forest classifier on our ground truth dataset. The clas-

sifier successfully detects fraudulent reviews with high accuracy

(97%), precision (91%) and recall (90%). The standard error values

(+/-) indicate that the performance is not drastically different for

different number of trees or cross-folds. The reported results are

with k = 5 folds, and 1000 trees. We picked Gini impurity to mea-

sure the quality of a split, and used bootstrapping when building

trees. Table 1 also shows the performance of classifier with only

textual features (TF-IDFs and sentiment features). The performance

5
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Table 1: The performance of OneReview.

Features Accuracy F1-score Precision Recall

All 0.97 (+/- 0.01) 0.90 (+/- 0.04) 0.91 (+/- 0.03) 0.90 (+/- 0.06)

Textual 0.86 (+/- 0.01) 0.59 (+/- 0.05) 0.55 (+/- 0.05) 0.64(+/- 0.11)

is poor with 55% precision and 64% recall. We also tested various

subsets of features however, none reached the same level of perfor-

mance. The results illustrate that using all the contextual features

substantially increases the performance. Since similarity, review
usefulness, and Elite scores are used in the creation of the ground

truth dataset, we did not use these features for classification. We

overcome the limitation of unbalanced ground truth dataset, by

using a well-known over-sampling technique called SMOTE [13].

Impact of Change Point Analysis. We tested our classifier on

all the reviews in our Yelp dataset. It classified 375,359 reviews as

fraudulent, which is equivalent to about 47% of all the 805K Yelp

reviews. It is not reasonable to consider 47% of the reviews as fraud-

ulent. However, from our MTurk study, we found that fraudulent

reviews appear in suspicious reviews with higher probability. In

particular, from 92 fraudulent reviews identified by Turkers, about

32% also appear in suspicious dataset while this dataset consists of

only 24% of all the reviews. OneReview only performs the classifi-

cation on the suspicious reviews to predict fraudulent reviews. As
explained in Section 5.2, we obtained two sets of suspicious reviews

with (1) penalty = p, and (2) penalty = 0.5 ∗ loд(n), where the first
set is a subset of the second. From 73K suspicious reviews in the

first set, OneReview identified 61,983 fraudulent reviews, about 85%

of the suspicious and 8% of all the 805K Yelp reviews. From 165K

suspicious reviews in the second set, it identified 96,445 fraudulent

reviews, about 58% of the suspicious and 12% of all the reviews.

These results provide a lower and upper bound for the number of

fraudulent reviews in Yelp. In the reminder of the paper, we focus on

the fraudulent reviews from the smaller set of suspicious reviews.

Comparison with Yelp Reviews. We compared characteristics

of detected fraudulent reviews and their authors with those of Yelp

reviews and Not Recommended reviews. Due to space brevity, we

do not provide the details of this comparison. In summary, this

analysis showed that OneReview does not detect only one specific

type of fraudulent review, it detects both positive and negative

reviews, short and long reviews, those posted for both new and

popular restaurants, and even those posted by Elite users.

Examining Fraud Campaigns.We refer to a campaign as one or

more human actors controlling more than one account, with the

aim of posting multiple reviews to influence the reputation of a

business. These untrustworthy accounts can be bots, sybil accounts

or individual spammers. We found that some untrustworthy ac-

counts are created and used only once for a specific campaign while

some are used several times for multiple campaigns.

UntrustworthyAccounts.Weanalyzed untrustworthy accounts,

i.e., Yelp users who have posted fraudulent reviews. In total, 58,157

untrustworthy accounts are identified (17% of total Yelp users). We

found that about 8% of them (i.e., 7,064) have only posted one fake

review. In the Yelp dataset, 27,347 of users only posted one review.

Thus, OneReview does not simply identify every reviewer with

one review as a untrustworthy account. Moreover, 14,910 of them

are mainly posting fraudulent reviews with more than 40% of their

reviews being fraudulent. This can indicate untrustworthy accounts

who post legitimate reviews in an attempt to avoid the detection.

Campaigns Targeting Specific Businesses. Out of 6,068 busi-
nesses in our dataset, fraudulent reviews are posted for 3,980 busi-

nesses (about 66%). Some businesses have received many fraudulent

reviews, e.g, 1,332 and 56 of businesses have received more than

or equal to 10 and 100 fraudulent reviews, respectively. We fur-

ther examined if these fraud campaigns are positive or negative.

A fraudulent review is considered positive or negative if its rating

is bigger or smaller than the overall rating of the business. Over-

all, the set of fraudulent reviews consists of 40,069 (65%) positive
and 21,914 (35%) negative reviews. While it is expected that most

campaigns are positive, it is interesting that still a good amount

of fraudulent reviews are negative. Among 3,980 businesses with

fraudulent reviews, 501 and 344 only have received positive and

negative fraudulent reviews, respectively.

Socially-Networked Fraud Campaigns. A set of untrustwor-

thy accounts can simply add each other as friends. OneReview does

not consider the structure of the social network as a feature, still

it can detect fraudulent reviews posted by fraud campaigns. We

constructed the social network of untrustworthy accounts, which

includes 16,738 nodes and 24,909 edges. We used the Louvain com-

munity detection algorithm [9], and found several communities.

Some of these communities include several hundreds of nodes, e.g.,
the top 5 largest communities include 1671, 1428, 1385, 565, and 539

of them. We found some patterns that can indeed distinguish them

as untrustworthy accounts. For example, we found 40 untrustwor-

thy accounts from a campaign which posted 40 fraudulent reviews
for a single restaurant. These 40 users, between them have ever

posted only 90 reviews, all within a month, spread across 47 distinct

venues, while all sharing one venue in common. We further studied

the content of these reviews and compared with the fraudulent
reviews. We found that the authors of these reviews tended to use

more superlative words, such as “definitely”, “great” or “really.” For

example, the word occurrence ratio of the word “love” is almost

two times bigger than the corresponding ratio in fraudulent reviews,
while for the word “like” the opposite trend is observed.

8 LIMITATIONS
We included data from a mix of sources, to help reduce any bias

during creation of the ground truth dataset, although any bias still

present in the data is inherently difficult to measure. Change Point

Analyzer evaluates time-series on a one-month interval. While this

may produce some latency between a review being posted and

OneReview’s classification in a real deployment, this is an artifact

of the sparsity of our data sources. This parameter can be adjusted,

even at the granularity of a single business, when higher-frequency

data is available.

9 CONCLUSION
We presented OneReview, an approach for finding fraudulent ac-

tivity in crowd-sourced review services, using correlated analysis

across multiple independent services. Ourmethod leveraged change

point analysis, in tandem with a cross-dataset matching scheme, to

find points in the stream of reviews where a significant change in
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a business’ reputation did not occur evenly across the review web-

sites. We believe our approach of integrating external data sources

and features, or “thinking outside the dataset,” is an important part

of our system’s efficacy, and allows our system to perform in a way

that no machine or human could before. For future work, we aim

to evaluate OneReview when having access to data from a third

review website such as Google.
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